SLATE for LAS Standing Committees AY 2016-2017
Faculty, Academic Professionals, Instructional Staff, Undergraduate Students and Graduate Students who have agreed to serve on an LAS committee beginning Fall 2016. New members are in bold. Service is for 2 years unless noted otherwise

The College Bylaws (VI.7.4) provide that "Additional nominations, with the nominees' consent, may be presented by petition signed by eight voting members submitted to the Secretary of the Faculty at least three calendar days prior to the election."

Election Procedures for LAS Standing Committees (VI.7.5):
1. The Nominations Committee shall present nominations for the Faculty and non-faculty members for each standing committee in the agenda for the last meeting of the Faculty for the academic year.
2. If the slate is rejected, the Nominations Committee will develop procedures for a contested election.
3. LAS Spring Faculty Meeting will be held Thursday April 7th at 3:00 in 223 Gregory Hall. Secretary of the Faculty address: 2090 Lincoln Hall, MC-448.

COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC STANDARDS
I. Kenneth Cuno, History
II. 
III. George Gasyna, Slavic and CWL
IV. Cynthia Buckley, Sociology
V. **Joshua Gulley, Psychology**
VI. Rutilio Fratti, Biochemistry
VII. 
VIII. 
Brian Smith, undergraduate student
     Payal Mallik, undergraduate student
     Sana Singh, undergraduate student
     Sara Fernandez, graduate student
     
AWARDS COMMITTEE
I. Jonathan Ebel, Religion
II. 
III. **Rebecca Foote, Spanish & Portuguese**
IV. Helaine Silverman, Anthropology
V. Anil Bera, Economics
VI. **Rachel Whitaker, Microbiology**
VII. Brendan Harley, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
VIII. 
Sandy Wong, GGIS, graduate student
     David Unger, Instructor, Statistics

http://www.las.illinois.edu/faculty/policy/
COURSES AND CURRICULA COMMITTEE
I.
II.
III.
IV. Monica McDermott, Sociology
V. Frances Wang, Psychology
VI.
VII. Julie Cidell, Geography and GIS
VIII. Robert Muncaster, Mathematics
Bryan Abendschein, graduate student
________________________________________, Specialized Faculty
________________________________________, undergraduate student
Karen Mortensen, Director MATH TA Mentoring Program, Mathematics

GENERAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
I.
II.
III. Laurie Johnson, Germanic Languages & Literatures
IV. Michele Koven, Communication
V. Elizabeth Powers, Economics
VI.
VII.
VIII. Leslie Looney, Astronomy
Chris Piemonte, undergraduate student
________________________________________, undergraduate student
Kostas Kourtikakis, Lecturer, Political Science
Nicole Holtzclaw-Stone, Director of Undergraduate Study- Sociology

HONORS COUNCIL
I.
II.
III. Marina Terkourafi, Linguistics
IV. Matt Winters, Political Science
V. Kara Federmeier, Psychology
VI. Steven Blanke, Microbiology
VII.
VIII. Thomas Nevins, Mathematics
Tina Knox, Coordinator of Undergraduate Instruction, MCB
Andy Wu, undergraduate student
________________________________________, undergraduate student
Ann Abbott, Director of Undergraduate Studies, Spanish & Portuguese
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